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FOREIGN NEWS NOTES

IVOi'lAN TOOK
FRIEND'S ADVICE

profession In Lngiand. His remark
able power of
re
lentless ana searching,
something
new in English courts, has made his
services much sought after, and hardly a big case comes on now In which
he is not engaged.
In politics also, Sir Edward's
as a fighter has brought him to
the front. In spite of all health he
has fought year after year against
home rule, and in fhe days of tho conservative governments he tool; part
In those measures of coercion, which
made every conservative hated in nationalist Ireland. He has coma to be
known throughout Ireland as "Coercion Carson," and a priest once said
to him: "If the Irish, only hated the
clevil half as mich as they hate you.
my trade would be ruined."
Kir Edw
's not a great ?r?:or
but he has a delightful brogue and
the ready wit of his countrymen,
which always causes the House of
Commons to fill when he is down for
a speech.
The humor, however, is
omitted when he is on his favorite
subject of home rule and nothing but
bitter denunciation falls on those "who
would "tear Ulster from the union."

THE IS

Nervous Trouble

i

Nervous troubles in one form or other are
so common that a man of woman who does
not complain of the condition of their
nerves to some extent is rarely met.
Nervous dyspepsia is one of the most
common causes for complaint.

FADS AND
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"If our own folks would onTy taue
the time and spend one day up in
our canyons if 'they would just see
what I saw today they would never
talk anything else but scenery, our
own scetiM)', to every person they
;
would meet."
It's the old, old story of getting a
man in the store and showing him
the goods. Talk is all right, but the
seeing does the trick. See our scenery
before you take that trip to Colorado
or California 'or any other place.
Have you oyer .walked up the canyon above El Porvenir hotel, passing
the site of the Y. M. C A. camp?
Didn't the charm of those but wait
a minute; let's let an old timer who
has spent thj best part of life up
there, tstlkLJaten to him:
"There are so many trips that one
can take up in that country that I
hardly know where to start. To begin let's take the Y. M. 0. A. camp
as a starting point. Naturally from
this point one 13 led to follow the
stream which flows by, the camp upward toward its source. The walla
of the canyon are formed by the perpendicular cliffs of Hermit's Peak
on ono side and the equally stupendous towers of Del Cle'lo on the
other, rising to heights of from 1,500
to 2,000 feet above the waters of the
Gallinas.
"The trail through this mighty
gorge twists its way from one side
of the stream to the other to evade
obstructions of fallen tree trunks or
dams of driftwood or abrupt, abutt
ing cliffs, or, as In one place, a huge
fragment of rock as big as a house
which has fallen from a Cliff above
into the very bed of the stream be
low.

of any newspaper In northern New
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moisture falls upon it in order to produce crops, plants take all their food
from the soil In a liquid form. They
use no solids. The water we put on
our fields, or that falls upon them
must first sink into the soil by percolation, dissolve the plant food In
the VoII and then be brought back up
again by capilarity to where the plant
roots can reach It. The simple experiment we are now about to make
will assist us In Beeing these movements of the soil water."
The demonstration f was then made
by putting two different kinds of soil
in some lamp chimneys. Into two
of these a certain measure of water
was poured and the other two were
allowed to take water at the bottom
By measuring the water that drained
through the soils from the top it was
each
determined how much water
retained.
finer
The
grained
sample
soils that are full of humus retain
more water than the coarser si'.is
It was sown that coarse soils may
be iinproved as to their water-holdincapacity by putting on manure or by
plcw'ng under some vegetable matter
to rot and increase the humus.
Other experiments were mentioned
and discussed which teachers could
the
easily perform 3nd thus mak-of
soils
and
practistudy
Interesting
cal. The practice of working the soil
down with packers and harrows immediately after plowing was shown
to be very necessary for the
If the furrow slice is not
Backed the water cannot cross the
open space between the plowed part
and the subsoil beneath. This capi-laraction must go on if the moisture
is brought up to where it. will germinate the seeds and make the plants
grow.
The teachers showed much inter
est In these lessons and the instruction will doubtless encourage many
of the teachers to put the lessons into
,
practice.
The Optic will publish the story of
the lesson on plant production later.
y

JUNE

expects to return to Nome In September, 1916, but may be carried
to
Greenland, crossing tle North pole on
the way.
The Stefansson expedition, when it
leaves Nome, Alaska, on July 20, will
be composed of the old barkentine
rigged .wooden whaler Karluk, 247
tons, and the gasoline screw vessel
Alaska, 32 tons, which is already in
the north and will meet the Karluk
at Nome. From Nome the ships will
proceed north through Bering Strait
into the Arctic ocean during the brief
period of open water, and head east to
Beufort Sea. It is reported that a
continent exists north of the sea and
the Karluk will seteer due north and
seek land. Stefansson and the first
main party may establish a base, the
Karluk returning to Herschel Island
for the winter. The Ice In Beufort
may lay hold of the Karluk and carry
her toward Greenland, or it may crusn
the ship to bits. The explorers afd
prepared for either event.

Pacific,
strong, especially Union
Chesaepake and Ohio, Reading, Missouri Pacific, Lehigh, Steel and Southern Pacific. New Haven made an exceptional gain of 3 points. Bonds
were firm.
Prices failed to hold at their best
when demand lessened, but the recessions were trifling and general sentiment still favored the long side.
The dullness which came over the
market encouraged bear selling on the
assumption that the immediate demand had been filled and that stocks
would be taken on again only at decided recessions. Union Pacific, Lehigh, Canadian Pacific arid Reading
sold a point below the highest of the

,

--

'

.

hours. This buying filled up the list
smartly toward the close.
The last sales were as follows:
65
Amalgamated Copper

BAD IAN CAPTURED
AFTER TWO YEARS

Sugar, bid
Atchison

105

Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
....
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

158
94

BEN WILLIAMS, CHIEF SECRET
AGENT FOR THE SANTA FE,
ARRESTS C. P. BOON.

Albuquerque, N. M., June 17. On
June 6, 1911, C P. Boon, aciutowledg.
ed "bad man," escaped through a
window in a doctor's office in
N. M., after he had been :inot
through the abdomen and captured
In a pitched battle with a pone of
Santa Fe officers, following th- discovery that Boon and his pab had
been stealing dynamite' from ih? San
ta Fe railroad.
Badly wounded and wearing handcuffs, Boon managed to get away into
the brush country near Cerrillos. Officers hunted for him for days. They
never found him, neither did they
find any trace of where he had gotten rid of the handcuffs.
Recently Ben Williams, chief special agent for the Santa Fe, discovered that Boon was in Old Mexico. Boon
was wise enough never to cross the
line.. Part of the time he lived in
Juarez, across the Rio Grande from
El Paso. Then he would disappear
into the interior.
Patiently Ben Williams kept track
of Boon's movements. Finally Boon
became careless. He crossed the
line once or twice and remained in
El Paso for a few hours at a time.
Boon crossed over, Into the Unite!
States yesterday to see how things
were going on the soil of his native
land. Barely across the line, he
found himse'if face to face with his
old friend, Ben Williams.
Seeing that the game was up, Boon,
held out his hands for the bracelets.
Mr. Williams and his prisoner arrived
in Albuquerque this morning and continued on to Santa Fe, where Boon
has expressed a wish that he be permitted to plead guilty and begin serving time.
Boon will probably be charged with
larceny. It is alleged that he and
other companions robbed the Santa
Fe of 86 cans of dynamite, fuse and
caps at the Ortiz quarry, north of
While attempting to sell
Cerril'tos.
the stolen property, the fight occurred
between Boon and his gang and tne
Santa Fe detectives. Boon was hemmed in by a
posse, but he
fought his way out, surrendering only
when he was shot down. Taken to
a doctor's office in Cerrulos, where
ms wounas were to be aressea, tsoon
was lying on a stretcher, apparently
half dead. Taking advantage of the
momentary absence of the doctor and
guard. Boon slipped through a partially raised window and was gone.
Cer-riilo-
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AN ELECTRIC IRON will save your temper during
the coming hot months. You can iron where,. coolest"
and most convenient by attaching the plug to the nearest Electric Light socket.
Using the Electric Iron, it is
not necessary to maintain a hot fire. or to tramp back
and forth to change your irons. One iron does all the
work it heats quickly and stays hot as long as de!r":.
Electricity heats the face of the iron only it dr s !.
heat the handle or you.

1451!
103

irt.

IRON IN COOL COMFOJir

95

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
prices
Chicago, June 17. Wheat
took a down turn today in consequence of rains that were said to have
greatly refreshed the crops northwest. A liberal decrease in the European visible supply tended, however,
The opento check bearish feeling.
l lower. Septing was V4 to
a loss Of
ember started at 92 to 93
to 1
and steadied around
The close was nervous with

;

?

Las Vejjas

0

li$it

& Power. Co.

92.

September 1 cents net lower at 91
July corn, which opened unchanged
to 62, touched 62
to Vi. off at 62
and then rose to 63. The close was
under last
steady at 62 for July,

$1,050

FULLY
-- 1!

pFPFB
H

AT YOUR DOOR

p

night.
up
July oats started V down to
52
to 43, fell to 42
and then
jumped to 43.
resulted
Weakness In provisions
from a decline in the hog market.
First sales were 5 to 22
lower with
September at $10.10 to $20.25 for
for
pork;! $11.15 for lard and ,$11.57
ribs. The closing quotations were:
Wheat, July 91; September 91;

t

--

-J

at

63;

Telephone or call and we will have our demon'
strator show you

De-

cember 68.
Oats, July 41; September 42;
December 43.
Pork, July $20.62; Sept. $20.22.
Lard, July $11.05; Sept. $11.17;
October $11.17.
Ribs, July $11.75; sept. $11.60.
KANSAS

CITY LIVE

'JfTr

OVERLAND MODF.l, 59 T

94.

December
Corn, July 62; September

Las Vegas.'. Automobile

ft Machine

Phjne Main 344.

Whalen,

&

-

Co

Fowler Props

STOCK

Kansas City, June 17. Hogs, reCattle, receipts 10,000.' Market slow. ff.85; bulls $67.25; calves $910.50.
Market weaki to 10 Prime fed steers $8. 25 8. 70; dressed
ceipts 20,000.
Market
Sheep,
receipts 13,000.
cents lower. Bulk $8.558:'65; heavy beef steers $7.508.25;
western steady. Lambs $6.258; yearlings
$8.508.60; packers and butchers steers $78.50; southern steers $5.90 $56.50; wethers $4.506; ewes
$8.608.70; lights $8.608.70; pigs 8; cows $4.757.75; heifers $6.80
$4.255.35; stockers and feeders
$7.508.
8.60; stockers and feeders $6.50
$3.255.

June

Monday

to

16

Saturday
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HIS STOfjff Ffj

WILLING TO GIVE YOU ALL

Six Days Only

00 jf COST

01

PROFITS

1

OFF ALL DRY GOODS
OFF"' ALL SUITS 'dhd COATS
OFF ALL SILK DRESSES

1--

4

.,

1--

3
1--

3

Goes

Everything

,

at Manufacturers'

Prices

EVERY ARTICLE IN THE HOUSE ON SALE
r'

;

Owing to the bskckwcLrd season oir stock
mvist be reduced. No restrictions. Every
thing marked in pterin figures
'THE

5TORC

n:--

j

-r

Electrically '

The market closed firm. Covering
of shorts began again In the closing

j

water-absorbin-

"Do it

morning.

"Wonderfully varied and swiftly
changing are the views of towering
cliffs, all tinted by storm and sun
TELEPHONES
shine, of the noisily rushing stream
BUSINESS OFFICE
Main X tumbling alongside, of occasional STEFANSSDN STARTS
NEWS DEPART ME N T
Main 9 level openings set thick with wild
flowers and of glimpses now and
ON POLAR JOURNEY
veil of mist drapthen a
TUESDAY, JUNE 17, 1913.
a
t
cliff where
ing the, thousand-foolittle4 spring-febrook leaps from fu?
FINANCED BY CANADIAN GOVERNbrow of the Hermit into the abyss
WHY NOT TELL THE
MENT HE EXPECTS TO FIND
below. "A. hundred times one may
ltKASONS ?
NEW CONTINENT
pass through this noble chasm and
beaunew
in
it
discover
each time
The asylum bonrd has not yet
Victoria, B. Q. June 17. Adjustties and fresh surprises. Itst aspect
to do its duty by the people in the morning1. Is
ment of her compasses was all that
rom
different
quite
of New Mexico. As a hoard of direc what it is the afternoon; different remained to be done aboard the whaltors charged with the management again when the mists rise after the er Karluk this morning before she
left to carry Dr. Vilhjalmar Stefans-son'- s
of a public institution supported by rain, and wholly different on a moon,
scientific and exploring expedithe ta.vpawers of the state,. It owes to lit night."
tion into the Arctic for a three years'
the public an account of Its stewardstay. Captain Robert Bartlett, who
ship. It has become Involved in a ADVISES STUDENTS TO commanded Peary's ship, Roosevelt,
master of the Karluk, said his ship
lawsuit because' of It3 actions. Appar
be steaming north before night,
would
the
district court was of opinion
EUAIN ON FARMS
ently
through the Inside Passage toward
that the asylum hoard exceeded its
Cross Channel, where she will turn
legal powers In abrogating its five
and head for Unimak Pass,
W. T. CONWAY ADDRESSES COUN westward
entrance to Bering Sea.
year contract with Dr. II. M. Smith. TY INSTITUTE ON AN IMPORThe Karluk's first port of call will
Whetner the judgment of this court
TANT SUBJECT
be
Nome, Alaska, where she is exstands or falls, on appeal to the suto arrive about July 7 and
pected
preme court of the state, is quite imProfessor W. T. Conway, superinmaterial for the present. The real tendent of extension in the New Mex- await the coming of Dr. Stcfansson
who will
question Involved in this matter is the ico College of Agriculture and Mecha- and Dr. R. M. Anderson,
from
Seattle
travel
by
following: IF THE ASYLUM BOARD nic Arts,' gave a demonstration lesson
HAD REASONS FOR ABROGATING in soils before the county institute Stefansson does not expect to leave
Nome until July 20, as ice conditions
AN APPARENTLY LEGAL
CONyesterday and a lesson in plant proin the Arctic ocean would prevent
TRACT, WHY DOES NOT
THAT duction today.
the expedition's making much headBOARD STATE THEM TO THE
said:
In part, he
if it passed through Bering
TAXPAYERS?
"As the agricultural college stands way
The members of the board are the at the head of agricultural teaching Straits before then.
Dr. Stefansson called attention to
servants of the people, and were in the state, I feel that we owe some
to his letter from the Canadian
day
placed where they are for the purpose debt to the public school teachers,
or spending the people's money econ- - which debt we are now trying to pay government, which is financing the
and'bv giving instruction In agriculture expedition. The latter says:
omically in the administration
"While every precaution has been
management, of an institution erected to the couhty institutes in the state.
taken for the lives of the party the
few
a
and rmpported for the care and cure
a
matter
of
Is
years
It only
so imporf the mentally afflicted. And thej wben.teachers will be required to safety of the vessel is not
i
tant."
in
in
jmople are rightfully entitled to know stand examination
agriculture
This "means. Dr. Stefansson pointed
bow their servants are conducting, order to secure certificates to teach.
FOUR BROTHERS TO BE JESUITS
that the government thoroughly
out,
themselves in the discharge of this It is well to begin the teaching of
June 17. Two
Md.,
Baltimore,
the
nature
work
of
understands the
v,..-.- .
duty.
the Rev. 'thomas Jenkins
brothers,
agriculture, even before the subject is
The Optic has already), offered its compulsory, because of. the impor- and is prepared for risks. He added Wheeler and the Rev. John David
columns to the asylum board for any tance agriculture holds as the first that attainment of the object of the Wheeler, both of the Society of Jesus,
of greater
importance were ordained to the priesthood this
xplaantion that body may desire to and fundamental Industry of the coun- expedition is
of the vessel or even
the
than
safety
make. We now repeat the offer. try We forest how dependent we
morning in the presence of Cardinal
Gibbons, who also honored the brothSurely, a board of public servant's are on agriculture ?or'our physical me.sateiy ui
'.The Stefansson., Arctic expedition, ers
who have acted for the Uit interests';-Welby attending the first mass celebeing If tha farmers 'should, all
whose
fexpenses are paid entirely by brated by them. A third brother, the
of the institution under fheir charge1 strike and t.efse to produce food for
will not hesitat,e for a moment to ex-- ! the rest oVus, W would soon realize the Canadian government, differs from Rev. Ferdinand c.. Wheeler, also of
Plain to an interested and expectant' the importance of the country's great-- j most of the other polar undertakings, the Society of Jesus, who expects to
are practical and be ordained two years nence, acted
people their reasons for making any 'est industry. Not one of us would 'in that its objects
are to learn as
Its
commercial.
purposes
A fourth
if
brother,
this
in
of
the
breakfast
a
morning
institution,
had
policy
have
fcange
continent
a
exists; to Lewis A. Wheeler, who aiso intends
whether
polar
Conscientious officials acting for the somebody had not farmed.
east to join the Society of Jesus, acted
"We believe that food products will map the Islands already explored
cst Interests of the taxpayers and
MacKenzie
of
the
mouth
of
as master of ceremonies.
river;
the
voters Iiave nothing whatever to fear continue to be high so long as the;
of Arctic flora
a
collection
to
make
reasons'
the
and
from publicly stating their
city population increases
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
of farmers decreases. Farming' and fauna; to survey the channels
t.r mr particular action. On the
New York, June 17. Pressure from
a along the islands in the hope of esto'
made
can
be
officials
much
encfc
have
when
done,
nightly
irary,
tablislung traae routes to make at abroad and further: hear soiling, based
ft full and frank statement profitable husiness. and we as touchrr.ln
what they have done and expect s, will do well to get our pupils topological survey of the islands.; on the supreme court's latest ruling
in the railroad cases, wmo largely
Wo cVimiM PTipniirailS tne w men are ubucito n v.u..v.o..u
Hl
do.
to study the responsible for the early weakness of
and
minerals,
other
and
to
the
stay
he
of
and
desires
country
The Optic
absolutely boys
t$
pirla
Eskimos of Coronation Culf, the market. American stocks were
T..i!r and Impartial in the asylum mat- with their homes and farms and de- blonde
mainland south of Victoria heavy In London, where renewal ofj
on
the
to
a
greater production.
in'. On tidialf cf tha taxpayers end velop them
ln tnel
land.
liquidation was reported
in j.;; Ure to the members of tha asy- - This can be done hy the right kind
to
considerable
made
will
the
be
reach,
No
effort
was
there
early trading
i,..) i.of:rd. whose motives In ahrogat-!-- ; ot teaching in agriculture.
"The first and fundamental Kludy North pole; that will be left to Amund- selling for London account,
f.mH'a contract are subject to
ii
When the offerings of the bear
who will sail itno the Arctic
Wv? Cgaltt aslt the in agriculture Is that of the soil, and sen,
e
be
will
No
failed
to shake oupt a"? con",
summer.
next
attempt
about
to
know
a
to explain publicly very important thing
t,(iiv;T i f
of the blonde siderable volume
back
to
made
any
and
of Ion 2 stock.
Roll'
bring
con...
is
lis
the
Smith's
Dr.
hy tn y fe;if,llr.fl
to
their
to
or
cover' and the
imopen
hastened
to
country
Eskimos,
they
,,h .yf.jj ih lumiit) asylum whoa It waicr iioi'lin;; power. It is also
Some of
Stefansson
which
market
says
the
to
advanced
civilization,
do
to
materially.;to
what
to
hnow
,
portant
!..! ii.vrc than tliree yoara
features became
soil 'to" Biuke it ;bP'irTi and hold what would destroy them. The expedition yesterday's weak
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Harvey employes; ana tne traveling
public.

PERSONALS

ness.
H. Louden of La Cueva came in
this morning for a short business
visit in Las Vegas.
J. N. Hardcastle or Denting came
In this afternoon for a short business
visit in Las Vegas.
R. J. Sutherland, an orricial of trie
Santa Pe Railway company, is in Las
Vegas for a short business visit.
W. G. Ogle returned this afternoon
from Oklahoma, where he has been
on business for the past two weeks.
Have '0ur elotbes'rcleahed at the
Parisian j Dry Cleaners.5 523 Sixth
street.
,
...
Mrs. T. jRoskius f Brooklyn, N Y.,
is in Las Vegas for a few'days veiling her brother, Sig Nahm, and
.

Vy.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Fisher of Mineral Hill drove ,ln this morning fo
a few days' business visit in the

city.

W. W. Sniuh and J. B. Smith of
Chicago came in yesterday evening
fiv a few
junine-- p visit 'u La a
Yeg&s.'
G..E. iikers o? Dallas, Cexus,
came In
evening ana wil.

ii'j'

few
G. W.

I

Vegas for

th!

COIIEIIALCLUB

SUMMER CAMP TO

"it's
BE

cm-ir-

STUDENTS

g

Pa-dill-

.

.'ay.

Kirchner, collector for the

L. V. Price Mercantile company of
Houston, Texas, was a business vis-

itor here today.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Prentice and
son left this afternoon for Colorado
Springs, where they will spend a few
weeks' vacation.
Mrs. Charles Colmey of Levy came
in yesterday evening and will be a
visitor with friends here for the
coming few days.
W. J. Steble, representative for tne
Morris Packing company, is in tne
city on his weekly business visit. He
lives in Albuquerque.
J. A. Smith, representative for the
King Coal cigar, came in last night
from Trinidad for a short business
visit in Las VegaB.
C. F. Maxwell, representative for a
came
jobbing company of Chicago,
from
Albuquerque for
in last night
a short business visit.,
L. Cantiyine, a well known business man of .Belen, came in last
night from his home for a few days'
business visit in this city.
Mrs. John Burks and two sons left
this afternoon for Louisville, Ky.,
where they will remain for the coming four weeks visiting relatives.
Mrs. Ned' Hansen left this afternoon for her home at El Paso after
having been a visitor with relatives
and friends in Las Vegas for the past
week.
Miss

Blanche Coieman of Dead-wooS. D., left this afternoon for
her home after having been a visitor
1u Las Vegas with friends tor the
past few days.
Jess Nusbaum, formerly a professor in the New Mexico Normal
University, came in last nighT from
Santa Fe for a short visit with friends
in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Jones will leave
tonight on the Chicago Limited for
Washington, where they will reside
during Mr. Jones' term there as first
assistant secretary of the interior.
John Stein, manager of the Fred
Mexico
Harvey houses of the New
Railway
Fe
Santa
of
the
division
comnanv. came in this morning from
visit
Albuquerque for a short business
Las
Vegas.
iu
(
F. H. Barnes of New, York City
and C. P. Cummings of Pittsburg
were visitors in this city . yesterday
evening for a short time on their way
from California to their-- respective
homes. They are both prominent
members of the Moose lodge.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Davidson and
Throsh Davidson drove in yesteroay
en route
evening in their Locomobile
Ca'iif..
to,,thetr
from Los Angeles,
homes at Wichita, Kans. Theythave
made the trip without accident, but
found very bad roads along the route,
caused by the heavy rains.
'
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The curtain raiser will go six
The advance sale of tickets for the
will conr
bout tonight is the rounds, and the
largest Bat, has been sold here since sist of eight rounds. The preliminafought
the' boxing' "gama- fedt its new start. ries will be fast,.'
,
With this view the prospects for a by local boys.
evman-idBUfterfinished their
record breaking crowd are exceptionbeen
have
training Sunday afternoon. Both are
ally good. Arrangements
"
completed the " Seat lit the opera lir excellent condition and are as
and
good ready for the bout tonight as two
house have been arranged
JOHN STEIN RESIGNS.
scheduled.
been
have
fighters ever could be. Newman statpreliminaries
It became known here today that
ed yesterday that he was never in
John Stein, for a number of years
better condition and that he will be
superintendent of the Fred Harvey
at his best tonight. Shaffer says that
Coisystem with jurisdiction between
his condition is excellent and that he
not
is
worrying
'This
fight
lorado Springs and El Paso and resiwill be three times better
me in the least. I am in tiptop
tonight
to
dence in Las Vegas, has resigned
of
am
confident
he enters the ring.
when
and
condition
E.
and
that
1,
effective
July
become
Both hoys are confident of victory.
a
being declared the winner. I
T. Plowman, manager of the Casta-nedThe enthusiasm for this fight has been
to win by the knockout
expect
8
him
succeed
will
hotel here,
great. Business men, clerks and evroute somewhere about the
D. Benjamin, mansuperintendent.
is my opinion
round.
It
ery other specimen of man have been
sixth
was
here
ager of the Harvey system,
ennever
the
will
go
bout
talking fight for the past week. In
the
yesterday for a brief conference with
I have workunaer-stoorounds.
ten
Albuquerque interest also has been
tire
is
men.
it
the local Harvey
bout- - and I
aroused. Those fans who will arrive
this
defor
to
ed
hard
Stein
resigns
Mr.
that
will
in the city this evening to attend
win
it
I
if
realize
that
vote Lis entire time to the manageladthe
the bout will be prepared to cover any
on
house
the
up
way
tne
apartment
put
ment of a .large
Newman money that is in Las Vegas
it possible for
der and
which he owns in Long Beach, Cal.
or
some
fights.
to
secure.
good
any other place, It is said.
superintendent,
m?
Mr. .Stein, the retiring
The fight will start at 9:3 oo'clock.
HARRY SHAFFER.
'is known 'from one end of the Harvey
This late hour was suw.wtted on ac- system to the other as a genial and
' count of the fact that
with
alike
a number oi
competent official, popular
d

gemi-windu- p

Newman-Shaffe-

-

and--M-

-N-

Wbat Yea

fore Hal Kies
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Don't be ashamed to make a small beginning THE FIRRST DOLLAR
YOU DEPOSIT may be the corner-ston- e
of a prosperous career. Start an
us
account with
at once. Don't delay any longer.

JULY 3
ACTUAL CAMPING ON GROUNDS
WILL BE BEGUN TOMORROW BY WORKERS.

BANK ' a TRUST CO.
PEOPLES
.
CAPITAL

Preliminary work upon the site of
the Y. M. C. A. summer camp in tne
canyon above Ei Porvenir will be begun tomorrow under the direction of
Secretary P. H. LeNoir of the Y. M.
C. A. and Secretary Hugh Stark of
the Commercial club. Accompanied
by several members of the senior deTODAY'S BASEBALL)
partment of the association the secretaries will leave early tomorrow
morning for the site. The locations
National League
for the tents will be staked off, the
Philadelphia at Chicago; clear.
foundation for the dining hall will be
New York at Cincinnati; clear.
laid and other details will be looked
Brooklyn at St. Louis; clear.
after.
Thus tomorrow the Y. M. C. A.
Pittsburgh, June 17.
camp will graduate from the "will
R. H. E.
''
be to the "is" stage. The Y. M. C.
1 7 3
Bosjion
A. in undertaking the management
0 4 1
of the camp is not seeking to make Pittsburgh
Batteries:
Perdue
and
Rariden;
money, as the camp likely will be
O'Toole and Coleman.
doing well during the first season if
it breaks even financially. It is doAmerican League
ing the work purely for the purpose
at Philadelphia; clear.
Chicago
of helping boost Las Vegas by atat Washington; clear.
Cleveland
tracting tourists here.
St. Louis at New York; clear.
Practically all the equipment for
the camp has neen purchased, and
Boston, June 17.
everything will be ready upon the
'
"
R.H.E.
opening date, Juiy 3.
4 K 3
Detroit
Boston '1 10 2
Devil's Prayer.
Batteries: Zamloch, House and
O Lord, I pray thee, make me a McKee; Moseley and Carrigan.
good printer. Make me as wise as the
proof reader, who carries a dictionary
American Association
in each of his vest pockets, and as
Kansas
City at Louisville; cloudy.
borhonest as Bill, the pressman, who
St. Paul at Toledo; clear.
rowed a quad last spring to use as a
feed guide and returned it yesterday,
Minneapolis at Indianapolis; clear.
as good as new; make me to be as
Milwaukee at Columbus; cloudy.
who
faithful as Jerry, the stone-maWestern League
comes down to the shop every Sunday
Denver at Lincoln; clear.
made
he
has
and cleans up the pi
Topeka at Wichita; clear.
during the week; as industrious as
Sioux City at Des Moines; clear.
Old Tom, the comp., who has not
Omaha at St. Joseph ; Iclear.
missed a day at his frame since he
.J!
came to work for the Arm twenty
years ago; and lastly, 0 Lord, make
BASEBALL
YESTERDAY'S
me as patient as the poor boss, who
has put up with my deviltry for three
National League1
mortal years, and paid me good hard
PhiladelAt Chicago Chicago,
cash for the privilege r Roscoe B.
3.
phia,
Haynes, in the National
At Cincinnati New York, 4; Cincinnati, 2.
At St. Louis Brooklyn, 10; St.
City Seems to Have Future.
Punta Arenas, the southernmost city Loui3, 5.
PittsAt Pittsburgh
6;
Boston,
in the world, at the gateway between
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, now burgh. 5.
has a population decidedly cosmopoAmerican League.
litanof more than 12,000. It is listed
At
Philadelphia, 3;
Philadelphia
as one of the big wool shipping ports,
2.
0
16,000,-00Cleveland,
like
and sends out something
At Washington Chicago, 4; Washpounds a season. It is well lighted
by electricity, has waterworks, two ington, 1.
theaters, is well supplied with schools,
At Boston Boston, 3; St. Louis,
and has quite a number of public
At New York Detroit, 5; New
"
buildings. The severity of the climate York, 3.
has not been allowed to keep It back
Western League
on the road to prosperity, and some
At Wichita Wichita, 2; Topeka, 1.
private residences especially testify
At St. Joseph St.. Joseph, 8; Omato the substantial and permanent
character of civilization
ha, 1.
At Lincoln Denver, 4; Lincoln, 2.
At Des Moines Des Moines,
i
Best Bark for Tanning Leather.
Sioux City, 7. .
Quebracho bark, one of the chief exports of the Argentine, will tan
leather at least three' times as fast
STANDING OF THE CLUB
as the bark of the oak or the hemlock,
National League
and in less than ten years fortunes
WTon Lost
Pet.
Club
in
made
have been
by speculating
15
.681
32
quebracho lands. Nearly a million Philadelphia
19
29
.604
tons of the wood or the dry extract New York
are sent to this country and Europe Chicago
.537
25 '
29
annually. The growth of the tree is Brooklyn
.521
23
..25
.....
of the slowest, and it is estimated
.462
28
24
that a thousand years is required to Pittsburg
.449
27
22
Boston
reach maturity.
.426
St. Louis
...23 31
35
Cincinnati
....19
Subscribe for The Optic.
American League
Won Lost Pet.
Club
.769
12
40
Philadelphia
.655
36
19
Cleveland
25
.537
29
Washington
.536
.....30 26
Chicago
25
.510
26
Boston
.404
34
23
business men and clerke will be forc- Detroit
21
39
,350
ed to work tonight until 9 o'clock. St. Louis
.255
33
13
All stores will close promptly at''9 New York
"'
Western League
(.;
o'clock and it ia expected that a large
'
Won Lost Pet.
Club
crowd will be on the scene by '9:30
.60S
16
.
.v.
;37
Denver
o'clock when the first preliminary
.582
23
".Vv;32
will start. Arrangements for the re- St. Joseph .":r.
.556
21
feree have not been completed, but a Lincoln .. ...'.".......30
.554
25
Mofnes
Des
..........31
capable man will be chosen.
.545
....30 25
Omaha
32
.407
Sioux City
....22
.375
35
21
Topeka
.238
40
17
Wihcita
I am just as confident
Shaffer tonight as I
was of. being victor over Bud
t
4.
......4..t.
Boyd last month. At that time
I was weakened because I had
EEULAH BUDGET.
been obliged to pull off a lot of
weight in order to coma under
the figure required by the arBeulah, N. M., June 14. The long
ticles. Consequently I did not
drouth of a month or more was
have a knockout punch. This
broken by a steady downpour, such
as come only to the righteous. The
tiiiip, however. I am flrone
and I have a punch that will
aggregate in four days was four and
inches.
stop Shaffer. My friends may
A party which held a festival !n
feel s?fe in oount'iig on mo ns
a sure winner. LOfiS
honor of Zack Renshaw's acquittal
In district court went to the top of
the main range and report a very
large accumulatiou of vast banks ft

-

-
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$111,000.00
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
x
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Jefieraon Reynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cash!?.
H. Erie Hoke, v
Sn ashler.

E. B. Raynolds, Vtee President.
S. B Davis, Vice President

IRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

Capital,

$100,000

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits

J35,0v.

Our

Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Tims Deposiia

ll

THE OLD RELIABLE

A IN'

r r
Zr

v

"s

i

2-

SHAFFER SAYS HE WILL WIN BY A
:
-- KNOCKOUT; NEWMAN IS CONFIDENT
:

Urn It's

Nat What Yoa

OPENED

-

Adv.
L. S. Buahnell of Trinidad is in Las
VegaB for a few days' stay on busi-

es:ay.

'tt:.'-

ENTERTAIN

Panama hats cleaned and- blocked
Parisian Clearners, Phone Main 35.

be a visitor 'n

.?

Frank Gore: Resigns.
Prank Gore, for som time manager
of El Ortiz at Lamy, has resigned,
TO
effective July l; , and after that date
will be assistant manager of one of
the best hotels-oinCheyenne
Mr. Marx, for" some .time manager
of the lunch room at- the Alrarado
hotel in Albuquerque, now relief manager at Colorado Springs,' has been ARRANGES FOR PRODUCTION OF
NORMAL PLAY FOR AMUSEappointed manager of the Harvey
house in, San Marclal and wil assume
MENT OF VISITORS.
his duties July 1."' ...
At the meeting of the board of diMAN FORCfSS CHECK.
rectors of the Commercial club last
Signing checks with the name of night it was decided that the club
Frank H. Hill, a painter who has been would
entertain the summer stuin Las Vegas for only a short time, dents of the New Mexico Normal
and whose correct name Is not University next Friday night, at a
known, last night presented the "bad play to be presented by the students
paper" at the Lobby and the Opera of the class of 1913 of the school.
bar and obtained $15. The crime was This play, "Fannie and the Servant
not discovered uptii this morning'. Problem," which was presented sevChief of Police Ben Coles was noti- eral weeks ago, was generally recogfied and by noon he had located the nized as the best home talent producman at a small station west tof Las tion that has ever been
presented in
Vegas. The chief left this afternoon Las Vegas.
to arrest the man and will return
Miss May Ross, who nas charge of
some time this evening.
the production, Btates that the cast
will be ready Friday night to proADVERTISED LETTER LIST.
duce "Fannie and the Servant ProbLetters
remaining uncalled lor, lem" equally as well as when it was
the week ending June 14, 1913:
given by the class during commenceJ. B. Bouer, Miss Carrie Clatten-bur- ment week. All the students of the
(2), Gus B. Coatq, Mr. and Mrs. summer school and the teachers inWess Franco, Don Cruz Franco, Sr., stitute will be invited to thiJ'play
Miss Margaret Mathews, Marcos Mon-toy- and will be presented with' tickets.
Sr., Mrs. Adelaida G. de Mad- All members of the Commercial ctub
rid, Andres Martinez, Santiago
also will receive tickets after the
W. A. Sherry, Mrs. B. H. Stod- students have been provided for. The
dard, Ernest "WUimzig.
plan, when suggested at the meeting
.for the above please of the directors, was met with apask for "Advertised, letters."
proval by that body. On account of
F. O." BLOOD, Postmaster.
the large number of students that
are attending school nere this is the
lis
only practical way in which they can
SIONTGWS AFFECTIONS be entertained, and doubtless they
will enjoy the play.
Luckily all the members of the
FOR. FELIPK
cast are still in Las Vegas and rehearsing will begin at once and conOUT A tinue until Friday. The play in itself
CAUSES' I ritlvf TO BITE
r
cast that
PIECE; OF HIS EAR FOR A' is excellent and the
meet
with
should
It,
greater
produces
LITTLE REMEMBRANCE
success than ever at the second perIs the first time la the
Last night at tht) Pastime pool hall formance. It
of Vegas that a play has
history
and
side
on the .West
Felipe Ulibarrl
been repeated at the earnest request
"Poppey" Montoya took it upon them- of the business men, and the students
selves to jroduce an. unscheduled
deserve great credit for the big hit
'
prize fight. During the fracas
they made during the commencewas bitten on the ear by Monment week.
The bite 'tame near causing
toya.
The Normal orchestra, Miss MarUlibarri to lose his ear.
Cluxton, director, will furnish
guerite
The fight started when Ulibarri and the musical program.
another boy started to play a game of
Other general business occupied
pool on a tabie that they thought the time of the directors last night.
was not being used. Montoya appearSecretary Stark reported that the
ed and stated that he was using the road signs that were ordered to be
table and that it would be better for placed between Las Vegas and Santa
Ulibarri and his friend to move alons. Fe had been put in position, and that
Of course Ulibarri couldn't take all they have met with approval by
that from Montoya, and consequently all the tourists who have made the
a fist fight started..
trip over the road. The directors also
Ulibarri was the better man and voted five new, ; members Into the
Montoya, apparently realizing that un- club. This shows plainly that the
less he could get in a knockout punch Commercial club is advancing raphe would lose the bout, decided to idly, as new members always show
bite his antagonist's ear, which he an increase not only in membership
did. causinsr that member to bleed hut also in interest. The work that
f
at the club room in
freely and putting Ulibarri out of is to be done
the 'iine of repairing the fixtures and
commission.
The ii gilt was' witnessed by a num- retlnting the walls also met with
ber of the frequenters of the pool hall, the approval of the directors. The
and was
and during he fight two friends of meeting was enthusiastic
members of the
the
well
attended
by
and
in
the respective boys pitched
executive board.
'execuf
helped, but' without doing any
tion.
Ulibarr? stated this morning
No Substitute Could do This
that he would have Montoya arrested
No inferior substitute but only the
on the charge of attempt to kill. The
Foley Kidney Pills could have
man "had not Been arrested up to genuine
rid J. F. Wallich, Bart.let.t, Nen., oi nis
noon today.
kidney trouble. He says: "I was
bothered with backache, and the pain
would run up to the back of my head,
ORjAjWEAK STOMACH V: and I had spells of dizziness. Itook
Take Chamberlain's Tablets. They Foley Kidney Pills and they did the
enable the stomach to perform its work and I am now entirely rfd of
functions naturally. For sale by all kidnev trouble." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Vrosa Drug Store.
dealers. Adv.
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snow, to keep up water supply for
some time to come.
Oscar Burch and wife, who have
spent a couple of weeks m our scenic
canyon, returned to the city today, ho
to take up his duties in the postof-fke- .

i

close of which she vill. le t
a life certificate.
There is a fine pi j
bumper (crop iu tli'o t
farmers are wearing Ihom t
w t
defy !i:t'd times and
i

1

E. F. Scovi'ile and wifo of Kansas
City, who have been spending several
1i
weeks at the lUiker ran Si, ra
F
the 1 1 f 2
parled for their home. Mr. Bcoville
;
J
t'u
i
t
to
a
wl
bn
hnnur
qmlo
proved
j s'j , I' t 1
' - cf
bore, seeingi i is : t
bear, k .'i
Ci
'
n r
i I r i
them, besides a eiod d ! ff f !
.tame and trout galore.
MlMK Grace 1 it'.-- , si.t Si.
i '
last year at f " ',
uwrntas o bt-- w-.i'- ii
ia 1. jn1-m- r
ft C
scttooj pt 1- '- i"
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Deafness Cannn he Cured
by locill applications, as they cannot

reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies, nearness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lin
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a running sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can he taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Ca
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflam
ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot he cured
by RATES
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.

o?e

ohe OPTIC

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS

AND

CAFE

AND REGULAR DINNERS
A RLE ALWAYS HANDLED

THE BEST GOODS OBTAIN

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

.rjAt

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & L. o. O. MOOSE Meets second ami
A. M. Regular com-ffourth
Thursday
evening eaei
munication first and
month al W O W. Hall. VUitlW
'third Thursday In brothers cordially invited. Howard
each month. Visiting
T. Davis, Dictator;
J. ThornhilL
k

COLU
FOR

AV

CLASSIFIED

AOVER.

TISEMENTS

brothers cordially

V

'

W. M., H. 8

.an

in- -

Secretary.

Wm. P. Mills,

vlted.

Petten, Secretary. J.

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
I. O. of B. B. Meet
every

Mt

first
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
Reg-..- f
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers art
alar conclave w, 4 Tww-$MIsaac Appel
day In each month at
cordially invited
President: Charles Ureenclay, See
Temple at 7:39 p. m. G. H.
Klnkel, St. C; Chas. Tarn me,
retary

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Five centt per !!ne eacn insertion.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Estimate tlx ordinary word to a line.
No ad to occupy less ipace than two
advert! merit
lines, Al)
charged
TAX PAYMENTS
will be booked at space actua'ly set,
Notice is hereby given that any without regard to number of word
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will Cash In advance preferred.
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER MO. 3, ROY
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con-- to a penalty of five per centum.
vocation first Monday In
Further notice is hereby given, that
T
eaca month, at Masonic
u. i
after July l, 1913, notice will be duly
H i
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
published of the public sale of all
Ld iLiVii-iiiB. Hubbard, H, P.; F. O.
a'
D.
property upon which taxes of A.
v
Blood,
Secretary.
1912 remain
at the date set
"

Ma-sonl- o

1JJU

SO

unpaid
for such sale, and such property up
on which taxes of 1912 are then delln
quent, will bvs sold as required by the
session Laws of 1913.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,
1913.

think
the deep significance of the
Did you ever stop to

of

above

EUGENIO ROMERO,

Treasurer and

Collector, San

Miguel County, N. M.

oft-repeat- ed

NOTICE.

It is estimated

The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
club has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenlg's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
person will be allowed jo hunt ' or
fish upon this property except members of the club, and all persons going there must be prepared' to show
a membership card In this organization. Otherwise they will be arrested for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING

that more

95 per cent of the population of the United States

than

that can read are newspaper

AND FISHING CLUB.

CARRIAGE

N. O.

HER

i.

SALE

One

fourth Thursday In O. R. O. Hall,
Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially Invited. Richard
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.

single harrake and 2
North Fourth EL

horse,

Mrs. Nisson,

DORADO

street.
Household
and
goods
laying hens; also chicks tao mcnths
old. 723 Main avenue

TIBE.CA80

JICAL

FOR SALE At a bargain A fine
new upright piano. E. E. Wentworth

EAST BOUND
Arrivo
No 2
No

store news, advertising news,

.

...

No.
lfl

.

No.

i....

No

3

No.

7....

No.

...

.

Layton,

Bepan
-

4.

No

the arrival of some choice
merchandise, some change in
style, a new idea in apparel,
or any one of a hundred interesting and constantly changing bits of information which
crowd the pages of the reliable
daily papers like

9:10 p. m
11:05 p. m
2:05 a. m

145

o. m.

.

.

11:05 p.
2:10 a
.
2:10

m

,

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m..... l:
p.
fi:10 a. m
6:15 a.
4:20 p. m.. .'. . 4:30 p.
7:00 p.
6:35 p. m

BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
cash with order. Mrs. M. B. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.

100

Far

Silver Spoon
-i- f you use

Miss

Two adobe houses, one
and one
also furnished tent house. Mrs. p. C. Nisson, North Fourth street.

tiny

way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS
is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

wis.
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
V.
X GENUINE WM.
V ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

Y

FOR RENT Three sunny rooms
suitable for light housekeeping. Inquire 623 Twelfth street
&

FOR RENT No
seekers need apply. Call
Kitchen.

ROOMS

PLATE

RENT Modern
Ninth street.

FOR
511

f

FRENCH- GREY (STER- LING) FINISH

'
.

tamed
J

EMPRESS
can he

m this city from

ALL GROCERS

ob-a

Block. Tel. Mam
Vfisrfts.

Jjn

:

M

N.

Professional Health Culture for Ladle
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalj
Treatment; Facial Massagfe, Manicurt
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
Subscribe for The Optic.
--

?3

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
,200 to. 1000 lbs, each delivery :
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
.50c per IOC lbs

Las Vedas Ice & Storage Co.

Phono Main 227

C. P.

Dog.

furnished

2,000 lbs-- , or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

and, receive

SLEUTHS IN SESSION
Salt Iake- City, U... June 17. Practically all the western railroads are
represented at the seventeenth annual convention of the International
of Railway
Association
Special
Agents, which opened its session of
three days hers today. There is also
a fair attendance from other parts
of the United States and from some
of the Canadian railways.

100

....25c per

lbs..

100 lbs.
100 lbs.

30c per
40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lbs.

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

arket
Return to
Seventh street

..20c per

,

AGUA PURA COMPANY

flat.

Collie pup,

Trumbull, 920
reward.

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES

I si
LOST

1200

m

i

RAILWAY

BEAUTIFUL

V.aaf

Seal.

health
White

SILVER
I

reenter

915

FOR RENT

a present for doing something

There is, indeed, much
worth while thsxt one
may "see by the papers"
if he will but study the advertising pages.

room.

FOR RENT Front bedroom.
508 Main Avenue.
Richley.

FLOUR really

Visiting
Knigiitf
dre cordially lnvit
Chas Llebacs
Chancelloi
ner,
Commander. Harry
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and

I

FOR RENT Five room furnished cottage. Call LeRoy House, 618 Grand.

It 's eivinff you

18

Rmnt

FOR RENT Furnished
Sixth street.

FLOUR

'd do

lng in Castle Hall

i.

Dentist
Oental work of any' descrlptioi
moderate prices.
Room

NO.

KNIGHTS OF PV
TH IAS Meets ev
ery Monday even

1913 Model motorcycles
and motor boats at bargain prices,
all makes, brand new machines, on
eary payment plan. Get our proposition before buying or you will regret it, also bargains in used motorWrite us today. Enclose
cycles.
stamp for reply. Address Lock Box
11, Trenton, Mich.

This elegant Rogers'

you

Eighth street.

LODGE

B. HUXMANN

OR, F.

FOR SALE

For YOU!

o

918

:16 p. :

EMPRESS

T

For Sate

FOR SALE

ing, but today the expression
is just as likely to indicate

A

Ls

429 GRAND AVE.

Not so vtry long ago "I
see by the papers" referred
merely to some news happen-

tl

I

MAIN

Wanted

plows.

MAN

Karl Wertz, Treasurer
cemetery trustee.

C. V. Hedsicock,

PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
8. Meets tint and third FridajB
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
Mrs, J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourth
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
829.
Main
Telephone
WANTED Camp cook for Y. M. C.
Clerk; Z. W, Montague, Local Dsp
BROTHERHOOD
NO,
A. Apply Secretary P. H. LeNoir. FRATERNAL
uty. Visiting members are espe102 Mees every Monday night at
cially welcome and cordially Invit
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglak avenue.at
ed.
WANTED Second hand wood cook
8 o'clock.
stove for Y. M. C. A. camp. Phone
Visiting members are
cordially welcoma J. C. WerU,
Phil H. LeNoir, Y. M. C. A.
ATTORNKVe
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
C.
H.
treasurer.
WANTED Reliable girl of good moBally,
HUNKER & HUNKEH
rals for housework. No other need
H'. Hunker Cheater A. h
8. P. O. ELKS Meets second and George
1054 Seventh street.
apply.
Attorneys-at-Lafourth Tuesday evening of each
New jtei.- Vegas.
atveo-anmonth Elks home on Ninth
Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersarDENTISTS
cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConCHICKENS FOR SALE All laying
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTi
hens. Apply Mrs. Harry Vogt, 1024
don, Secretary.
Crockett Building.
Third street.
Man
COUN-CIOffice Telephone
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
Mala !
NO. 804. Meets second and House Telephone
FOR SALE
NUMBER.

ness, mowing machine,

SIGN PAINTING

Secretary;

--

OPTIC'S

FOR

AND

VEGAS LODGE NO
Meets every Monday evening al
n visit
their hall on Sixth stret.
lng brethren cordially invited to at
tend. F. D. Fries,. N. Cl.; Gui
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
O. O. F. LAS

1.

O

i

Piano, furniture, rugs,
stove, range etc. Best quality, good
as new. 1007 Eleventh street.

readers.
AUTOMOBILE,

W

I.

Fi

rs

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among al!
who MIGHT BWY the particular thleg
worth most

those

r

1

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someos
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would ne?er
hear v
were
It
advertised here.
your property unless
Others, who read and, answer ads. in this newspaper waat tM
are anxious to pay easn for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and fnrnitnro, articlwi of aaefulness of any sort, and musical

struinenu.
As the classified ada, ar read by all possible buyeis, of all pj
slble sorts of thJigs, they have come to be finders of the best
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SYNOPSIS.

WA

PART ONE.
CHAPTER I The story opens with
Jesse Smith relating the story of his
birth, his early life in Labrador and of
the death of his father.
CHAPTER II Jesse becomes a sailor.
His mother marries the master of the
ship and both are lost in the wreck of
the vessel.
CHAPTER III Jesse becomes a cowboy

In Texas.

CHAPTER IV-- He
marries Polly, a
singer of questionable morals, who later
Is reported to have committed suicide.
CHAPTER V Jesse becomes a ranchei
and moves to British Columbia.
PART TWO.
CHAPTER I Kate Trevor takes up the,
narrative. Unhappily married she contemplates suicide, but changes her mind
after meeting Jesse.
CHAPTER II Jessa rescues Kate from
her
husband who attempts to kill her. Trevor loses his life
in the rapids.
CHAPTER III Kate rejects offer ot
grand opera managers to return to the
stage and marries Jesse,
married life starts
CHAPTER
out happily.
CHAPTER V Kate succumbs to the
pleadings of a composer to return to the
Shs
Btaga and runs away with him.
rescues Widow O'Flynn from her burning
house, is badly burned herself and returns home where Jesse receives her with
open arms.
drink-madden-

YmjnG

Kate's Face Was

Dead
Ra'ge.

White With

found out which weeks the Cariboo
stage carries specie, and how many
thousand dollars a month in amalgam
comes down from the Sky-lin- e
camp.
He even dragged out of me that old
Surly Brown, the miser, has fifteen
thousand dollars buried under the
CHAPTER VI Cattle thieves appear In dirt floor of his cabin which, reminds
the neighborhood. Jesse asks Kate to tr me that if Brown's home becomes the
to a. Blace of safety. Ta hin Joy she rs-Bcene of a mining stampede, I'll have
to keep shy of his rifle. Yes, Bull
showed a great gift of faith, and got
(Continued From Saturday)
both hie photo and the negative to
show there was no ill feeling. I'm
pastoral, harmless, simple, raised for
CHAPTER VII.
x
a pet.
Leaving Kate hid in a ruined shack,
The Round-Up- .
half-wa- y
to the ferry, I was down by
Jesse's Narrative.
eleven
p. m. to the bank of the river,
While I made signal fires on the
hailing old man Brown. So soon. as
top of the cliff, Mr. Robber came to he'd brung me acrost, I sent him to
find out from my wife' why for J
ride for all he wae worth and collect
hadn't called to leave my card at the our constable, which cost me
South Cave. He's picturesque, says dollars and a horse. The eighteenis
money
she, hair like a raven's wing, eyes
eevere, but I'll get even on horse
steel-blue- ,
scarf indigo striped with trades.
orange, shirt black silk, woolly shaps
From midnight to one a. m. I put
out of ft Wild West show, gold and
silver fixings, Cheyenne saddle, car- in the time cussing Dale; from then
bine of some foreign breed, or maybe till two a m. I felt thatto nobody lovedI
half past,
a Krag, manners fit for a king, age me; from two a. m.
was scheming to take the robbers
thirty-four- ,
height six feet two inches,
Dale
At two thirty-fiv- e
and such a sad
chest only thirty-eigh- t,
with nine men from Sky-linrolled
up
to
be
will
useful
all
this
of
smile
mounted on Billy's ponies, besides
the police.
and Ranaome Pollock, who
He tried all he knew to get out of O'Flynn,
for a burnt offering but
be
may
good
I
I'd
which
wlsht
being photographed,
isn't much use alive.
been there, for it must have been
Of course, having raised the coun
plumb comic, but we all submits when
to make good, producing
Kate pete after us. That reminds me try, I'd got
and robbers to
a
business
proposition
J
camera
he can't capture the
that
no
of humor
sense
follow.
has
Iron
and J late, we're apt to be burnt out
anyhow, and can't see jokes unless the
by accident.
She led him on and made him talk. prices is wrote plain on their tickets.
If his boss knew how much Kate has He's come to this earth after dollars.
this guy with If a batch of robbers is liable to cost
down in her note-boofifty dollars a day, and only
the sad eyes would get kicked all him
fifty-on- e
dollars a day on the
round the pasture. When I axed if fetches
contract
his
is better money, so
mine
to
wife
the robber made love her, my
rolls his tail and takes away his
Juet laughed, and turned away, telling he
me not to be a fool; but the blush men. That's Iron Dale seven days in
the week.
came around her neck.
He's right smart, too, at holding a
so
I dunno. Perhaps it's my liver,
so when I'd ate
il'm taking the only medicine I have, business meeting,
comwhich it tastes like liniment.
Is it cranberry pie, which is a sort of
from the mine, and the boys
pliment
to
or
am
I
this
dislike
liver,
getting
has some of Brown's tea as a donation
iperson?
from me, the convention sits down
II.
to talk robbers.
So happens, while I was writing, solemn
Moved and seconded that hold-up- s
comes
the
with
along
Billy O'Flynn
in her majesty's doHe ain't encouraged
pack outfit on his way to Sky-linwe
and
hands these robbers
minions,
wanted to know why I made them fires, to
the constable as his lawful meat,
bo I explained I was making a clearing
but we got to get 'em first.
up thar for Kate's spring chrysanthe
Resolved that there's money in it.
mums.
(She spelt that word, which The owners of them cattle
had ought
had me bogged down to the hocks.) to
be grateful and show their grati
It may be liver, or my squeam in'cause otherwise the stock is
flamed, but my mind ain't easy, and tude,to scatter.
Proposed that we hit
apt
folk may think I'm only
the Sky-linthe trail right away, with Iron Dale
Joshing with them fires.
for leader. Carried, With symptoms
I can't leave Kate to ride for help,
disabling one of his men
I can't shift her, I can't send Billy to of toothache
told off O'Flynn and BransDale
the constable without breaking my combe to
stampede the cattle just at
and I don't
contract with the Sky-linof dawn, sending 'em past the
glint
to
William
nothin'
O'Flynn,
divulge
and yelling as if
cave, and
Esquire, who talks to the moon rather there was shoeing
no hereafter. That should
than waste conversation.
and bring them
If I make a letter for Dale, and slip interest the robbers,
overlooks our
It into the pouch, Billy won't know, or out of the caVe which
pasture. Looking down at a sharp
fossip if he happens to meet In with ungle, they weren't likely to hit our
stray robbers. I'll get him up and riders, whereas our posse, posted in
in
off by midnight to the Sky-lingood cover with a steady aim could
time for the supper pies, and the boys attend to the robbers with promptwill be surging down to the ferry be- ness and despatch.
fore midnight. Now I musst make up
Crossing the ferry our main outfit
some iies to hasten Billy's timid foot left Billy and Branscombe td start
steps along the path of duty.
drifting the cattle southward, while
III.
we rode on to take up our positions
Billy hastened away at midnight to around the cave. In the ruined shack,
tell Dale that pigeon's milk is selling half-wa- y
to our home, Kate was to
He have a candle, screened so that it
at eighty-fou- r
and
believes that it he can get that secret could only be eeen from our trail. We
Intelligence to Iron in good time, he's passed my fence, we crossed the half-mil- e
to share the profits. Fact is, that
creek, we gathered speed along
Iron's late wife made him the laugh the open pasture, and then Kate's yell
of the plains over some Joke went through me like a knife. The
she put up" on him connected with robbers must have had a man on night
pigeon's milk, so that Billy's share of herd, and found her by that light!
the profits will be delivered on the
Dale's hand grabbed my rein, and
toe of Dale's boot. He's breaking rec with a
growl he halted our whole
ords to make the
quick.
outfit.- "Steady," says he, "you fool!"
ex
Nothing happened this morning,
Then in a whisper, as his men came
cept Bull Durham, calling himself crowding in: "Dismount!
Ransome,
Brooke.
He, the gent with the sad hold horses! Sam, take three men
to
to
love
who
came
make
my
eyes,
afoot round the rear of that cabin. I
wife. He paid me one hundred dol take
the reet to close In the front.'
I
axed him
lars for pasturage. Then
and Nltchle Scott, find eneSiwash,
to stay to dinner, and Kate says she
horsoa and drift them away out
my's
?t!!
never seen me bo talkative.
of reach. No man to whlsuer. no raw-IV-T- helr

single-hande-

e,

k,

e

three-fourth-

ing-stoc-

Sky-lin-

e

s.

to make a sound, until 1 lift my hand
st .t cabin window. After that, kill
any man who tries to escape. Get a
move on!"
So, with me at his tail, he crept
along from cover to cover, waving
hand signals to throw his squad into
place. The enemy's five horses at the
door were led off by Billy's Siwash
arriero, and Nitchie Scott, so gently
that the robbers thought they were
grazing.
By that time Dale and me
was at the window gap on the north
side of the shack, but the candle was
in our way, we couldn't see through
its glew, and it wasn't till we got
round to the door hole that we'd a
view of what was going on inside.
My wife stood in the nor'west. rieht.
far corner. A man with a gray chin
whisker and a mournful smile, with
his gun muzzle in her right ear, was
shoeing her head against the wall.
Bull was talking as usual, explaining
how his tact was better'n Whiskers'
gun at persuading females.
Ginger
was trying to assuage Bull.
The
greaser was keeping a kind of lookout, although he couldn't see from the
lighted room into the dark where he
wr.s. Ginger clapped his paws over
Bull's mouth before the proceedings
went on.
Now," says Whiskers sadly, "are
you goln' to scream any more?"
Kate's face was dead white with
rage. "You cur," said she, "I screamed
because my you're hurting me, you
brute! Leave off if you want to hear
one word from me. Leave off! That's
better. No, I won't scream again."
The gun sight was tearing her ear
as she screwed her head around, look
ing him full in the eyes. "If you do
me any harm," she said, "my husband's friends won't let you off with
death. They'll burn you. Stand back,
you coward!"
He flinched back just a little, and' I
saw his hand drawing slowly clear of
her head.
Get your horses," she cried out
sharp, "you've barely time to escape!"
Then I fired, the bullet throwing
that hand back, so that it contracted
on the gun. His revolver shot went
through the rear wall. The hand yas
spoiled.
Now, hands up, all of you!" Dale
yelled. "Hands up! Drop your guns!"
One of the robbers was raising his
gun to fire, so I had to kill him. The

rest surrendered.
"Kate," said I, sort of quiet, and she
came to me.
CHAPTER VIII.
The Stampede.
Jesse's narrative.
Which these robbers we got In the
cave is a disappointment
This old
man what leads them with a plume on
his face, ought to have more deportment, for screwing a gun In Kate'a
ear ain't no sort of manners. Even
after I'd shot his hand to chips, he
grabbed Ransome's gun with his left
and tried to make me lie down.
There's some folks jest don't know
when you give them a hint.
And Bull, with the sad eyes, claims
on me his ancient friendship. While
we lashed his thumbs behind him, he
.old us he'd been educated at Oxford

ranch', "and puY'Kla
the way to "

'

'she'' explains; "silt's only a schlip av iapn
Seems to be scratches on the smooth
side of this paper, sort of reminding
stickme that Euil has a fountain-peing out of his vest pocket If he's
been writing with milk, I'd warm the
paper but no, we use canned milk,
and haven't got any either. I've heard
faintly somewheres of things wrote In
spittle, so I pours on a bottle of ink,
and rinses the paper in the water-buYes, there's the message plain as print
"Gun to hand, but cartridges wrong
size, no good. Get .45. Billy to wait
with ponies under nearest pine N. of
cave, when plough above N. Star.
Send more gum for chiefs wound.
grabs"

iC"uure;"

tt

Bull."
Billy was mounting at the door to
put out for solitude, but since he
knows I can't miss under two hundred yards, he was persuaded to come
into the cabin. There I read him some
of the etiquette about keeping his temper and not using coarse language.
Also I told him politely what I thought
of him, and where he'll go when he
dies. He waited, stroking the little fur
on his muzzle, till I got through, looking so damned patient with me that I
came near handing him one in the eye.
"You invited these robbers to my

grass?"

He nodded.

"Thanks to yon, my wife had a gun
muzzle screwed around in her ear."
"Bet she squinted!" said Billy.
If I lose my temper, I can't, shoot,
and Billy knew that well. "She's up
agin it good and hard," said he.
'Agin what?"
"Making a silk, purse out of a sow's
ear."
You

mangy,

lop-eare-

pig-face- d,

a"

son of
"From the 'Etiquette?' " asked Billy.
1 don' think much of you, anyway.
Mother ain't got no use for you either,
orany of the neighbors, you old cow
thief!"
Now If Billy talked so big as all
that, it must be to astonish his mother.
So she must be at the keyhole, and
sure enough I heard her grind her
stump with the backache from stooping down. Happens Mrs. Smith has a
garden squirt which it holds a gallon,
so while I kep' young Billy interested
with patches of etiquette, I took off
the hose, filled the squirt, and let drive
e
into the widow's
through the
ear. At that she lifted up her voice
and wept.
Feeling better, I resumed the conver
sation. "Billy," sez I, smooth as
cream, while I filled the squirt, on
the shelf there you'll find a little small
bottle." In my dim way I aimed to
get him excited, and talkative, divulg
ing secrets with all his heart Then
afterward I'd like him asleep, out of
herring-gutte-

key-hol-

mischief.

"Get your bottle yourself," says he,
sort of defiant, so I let drive at him
with the squirt .
"If you please," said I, and he got
the bottle all right
If you don't mind," said I, "will you
.
just draw the cork?" .....
"And if I won't?"
I took my squirt and watched him
pull the cork.
"Thank you," sez I, Beeing how
beautiful is the use of true politeness.
Now may I trouble you to spill what's
and. Cambridge.
"What!" Kate flashed out, "after left in the bottle into that there goblet? Now be eo kind."
leaving Eton and Harrow?"
"I refuse!"
"Yes, and I've' enough education to
The squirt wont scare any more
guess this ain't no way to treat American citizens. You'll hear of this," he Billy, so I exhibits my gun.
"I regrets to remark, Mr. O'Flynn,
shouted, "from Uncle Sam!"
"Thar," eays Dale, "I knew there'd that this gun acts sort of sudden."
"Shoot, and you go to jail!"
be rewards for you, dead or alive.
"But first, my dear young friend, I've
How much? Two thousand dollars a
'
time to lop off a few fingers, one at a
head?"
Then old Whiskers ordored Bull to time won't miss them all at once. May
shut his head. He's a curious, slow, I request you to pour out the medimournful voice, like a cat with the cine? No not on the floor, please, but
into the goblet, while I observe that
toothache.
"I demand "
your right thumb seems tender after
that cut, and ought to he treated. So,
"Shut up."
So Bull shut up while we lashed him, a little more. That's right. Now honor
likewise young Ginger and the greaser, me by adding a little water from the
Seeing the fellow I'd killed might want pitcher. Thank you. Thumb feeling
an inquest, we laid him straight in the easier? Well, that there laudanum
ruined shack, and then marched our soothes the fractious infant, and
prisoners off to South Cave, where causes a whole lot of repose. Quite
they'll wait until we get our constable sweet without sugar. Yes, please,
to arrest them.
you'll lift the goblet to your mouth
while I watch that nothing goes wrong
II.
Now on the second day after we cap with your pug nose. You want to
tures these ladrones, along toward sup throw back your head, you treacherper, the depositions of the various par ous swine. Drink, or I'll splash your
brains on the floor!"
ties is as follows, viz.:
"I daren't! It's poison!"
Up to the ruined shack two mile
"It's bullets you'd better! Drink,
north of my home, lies the remains
One two-m- uch
of one robber expecting an inquest, or I'll kill you! Drink!
Two miles south, right where the up
obliged, I'm sure. Hope you'll
;;ir cliS cuts off the end of our pasture. sleep well."
'
"Curse you!" he shrieked, and flung
:.':e;o's our cave full of captured
to wit: Whiskers, Bull Durham, the glass at my head.
Then down came the widow like a
fitn?er, and the dago. Down on the
She scratched my face,
bench in front of the cave is our landslide.
guard-camwith Iron Dale in com- confessed my sins, sobbed over her
mand, and Kate with the boys having darling Billy avick, prescribed for my
supper. Right home at the ranch future, wrung her wet frock, and
house is me finishing my chores, and made a Boap emetic for her offspring
the widow spoiling hash for my sup all at once. It's a sure fact that
per, because she hates me worse nor widow was plenty busy, and what with
snakes for being a Protestant. Away slinging that emetic at the patient,
off beyond the horizon is old man and gently introducing the lady to the
Brown cussing blue streaks 'cause he kitchen cupboard, wall, I declare I
didn't have a dull moment Then di
can't find much constable.
Such being the combinations at supper- tant shots brought us all up standing.
"At last!" Billy shouted, "they're
-time,
along comes the widow's orphan,
young
Billy O'Flynn, who off!"
"Who's off?"
handles my pack contract with the
Sky-lin"Father and hie men escaped wL
He's supposed to be on duty
at the guard-camp- ,
and his riding hack I kep' you in talk. Fooled, ,Toss:!
to the home ranch completely disar- Fooled!
I fooled you to the eye!
ranges the landscape. I'm busy, hun- My father's Larry O'Flynn, Captnr:
gry, and expected to take charge of Larry O'Flynn, captain of the out
til? night guard at the cave, but twr.e-ho- laws!" My, there was pride in that
lad! He sat on the table m the dusk
this Billy attrncta my a:.: .ill
fighting to keep awake, rubbing his
acting a whole loi n
of bringing mc;
eyes with his sleeve. "He's give mg
lean-tleave to join, end I'm hitting the trail
to
the
slr&k'ht
he
rides
Dale,
off his pony, and whiskitchen,
tonight hitting the trail, d'ye hear?"
pers for his mother. I sneaks through His eyes closed, his voice trailed ofl
the house to the kitchen in time to to a whisper.
see this widow with a slip of paper,
Outside I could hear a rider coming
brown paper what we used to wrap up cwtft
an nalo'a
- haillns. ".Tpkrp.!
ii
" - voice
v, uuu
j. - At.
Biht of
the prisoners' lunch.
Jesse!"
Bite gets rnoaest, shoving it into the
"Jesse," the lad was muUerlap, "lift
stove, hut. I . themes nrorai.ieii
his sloe's, and b's wmaa. bra lis
bn-!'.!ts,-

p
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CONDITIONS

ARE

iy no general ovcrsupply of

The moderate contraction ofi
credit thus far enforced has also
to improve general conditions
place the country upon a stronger and
more conservative basis. ComraercliiJ
paper is in better supply and offew
ings are more freely taken. Indicating
sound business conditions. There 13
every reason to believe that as soon
as the tariff is settled a decided busiBUT THERE IS NO REASON FOR ness
recovery will follow. In the Etecl
THE NEW
OVERCONFIDENCE,
trade there is already a disposition to
YORK BANKER THINKS
place orders with more freedom. Orders for cottou goods and woolens ar j
Xew York, June 17. It has been an
increasing. Our foreign trade
eventful week upon the Stock exto Improve, the Increase In exchange. First came the Minnesota ports of manufactures being' particurate decision from the supreme court,
larly gratifying. The crop outlook is
which was momentarily a disappointgood, in spite of minor setbacks owing
ment to railroad interests, although to low
temperatures. The season la
not without its favorable features.
stmewhat late, hut corn alw.iy inaKes
This decision has happily settled the
rapid progress during July and Augquestion of state rights a to the pow- ust, and other crops afford a promise
er of rate making. At present a state about as good as a year ago. The
has the power to make and regulate home
banking situation is slowly but
rates within its borders provided no
surely Improving as a result of perrates are now in existeuce within such sistent contraction.
Forthcoming bank
territory made by the interstate com- statements In reply to the last call
merce commission, whose jurisdic- from
Washington should show mora
tion la supreme. This power of the or less
strengthening of reserves in
commission has perhaps been exercis all
parts of the country.
ed only two or three times in Its his- There is good reason to hope that
tory. Congress, the supreme
the market has taken a more encourbody of the nation, through its
aging turn for the better. At the
servant, the interstate commerce com- same time it would be imprudent to
mission, is thus recognized as the be overconfident. The financial situafinal authority in the making and reg- tion at home has not
yet been entirely
ulation of railroad rates n all the cured. The tension upon the money
states. The railroads and all large market is great and the demands for
corporate interests will welcome na- new capital still very insistent. Potional instead of Individual state reg- litical conditions are ' unsatisfactory.
ulation of their properties, and the The situation abroad Is still one of
exercise of the central authority of great 'strain. There have been sevcongress will conduce in the long run eral failures in London, resulting from
to the stability and prosperity of bus- the extreme tension in
credit, and in
iness, so there is after all a bright Paris and Berlin there Is a similar
lining to the clouds that now obscure situation, aggravated by local affairs.
the vision of the American people.
Purls is suffering f cm the reaction in
The next Important event was the Russian industrials, while Germany!
aannouncement of Secretary of the is
passing through a general tra?3 reTreasury McAdoo that he was willing act ion and a universal shxlnkaa
to authorize additional hank note cirsecurities The failure of the German
culation to the amount of $.'00,000,000 loan is an unwelcome reminder ot
act when worldwide
under the Aldrich-Vreelanmonetary strain, which candemanded. There not foe cured
the emergencies
Canaovernight.
was nothing new in this announce- dian situation is also one of concern,
ment, for bankers and others in the the break in Canadian Pacific having
financial district were quite well had
damaging effects in the London
aware that the secretary had this pow- market.
Delay and confusion in the
er. But the announcement of the Harriman dissolution
plans add to disreadiness of the new administration couragement. There is, however, a
to adopt this method when desirable
danger of pessimism being; overdone.
exerted a most reassuring effect, and In
reality thero la a better buying
the better feeling thus induced caused
power in the market that has existed
a sharp rally in the entire market and In
several months. This has been
justly so. The short Interest had been brought about partly by liquidation
of
considerably expanded by previous de- and partly by the accumulation
velopments, and the rush to cover large sums of money for the purpose
shorts materially aided the upward of investment For the time bein?
movement. Mr. McAdoo's action de- the outlook 13 certainly for a tnor.;
serves high commendation as a mas- confident and active market.
ter stroke. It is known that the notes
HENRY CLEWS.
for the emergency are already printed and could be promptly issued if reTCftthprine T,. Norton. New Bedford.
quired. The mere fact, however, that Mass ksvs: "I had a terrible pain
a burning amithey are practically and Instantly iicmsa mv back, with
took
I
Foley Kidneyfeeling.
conscalding
to
restore
available will do much
Pills as advised, with results certain
fidence and check foolish panic talk.
and sure. I felt toned up and invigorI recommend
Foley Kidney
Nothing will do more to render the ated
Issue of this currency unnecessary Pills." For backache, rheumatism.
bladder
than the fact that it is immediately liimbneo. and all kidney andPills. O.
use Foley Kidney
ailments,
available.
Red
Cross Drus
G. Schaefer and
The home business situation is gen-- j Store.
erally sound. Merchants and manuhand-to- a
HARVARD'S CLASS DAY
facturers are running upon
I
i A.'f..'F
mouth basis and there Ift?onsequent- Cambridge, Mass., June 17. Today;
was class day at Harvard. From ear
ly morning tho seniors were to bo
seen in cap and gown gathered in
roups about the quadrangle or hurry
ing hither and thither about tho yard
intent on the final preparations for
fV-- '
I .
the successful carrying out of tho
fill
program of the day.
The day began with the customary
devotional services in Appleton chap
1
el. An hour later came the exercises
in Sanders theater. The oration W"as
given by Daniel Sargent of Wcllesley,
of
the poem by Amos F. McMahon
William
ode
the
and
Mexico
City,
by
"Drink, op I'll Splash Your Brains
R. Burlingame of New York City.
on the Floor."
to
answer
correct
the
During the afternoon the members
Upon
after. Murtiered in the limb she was,
will
of the class of '14 escorted hundreds;,
this
depend
question
and as I left to follow the sounds of
of pretty girls at spreads and Inn
much of the pleasure of your
them escaping robbers, I didn't have
cheered all tho college build
cheons,
time to send a carpenter.
outing.' Why not avail yourconducted
the ivy exercises an!
ings,
self of the assistance of the
went through traditional "stunts" at
(To be Continued Tomorrow
undersigned, one of the Santhe Stadium, and wound uj the day.
ta Fe's summer tour specialwith teas, dinners, musle and dancing.
ists? His help will cost you
DOCTORS ATTEND MEETING.
When the baby is suffering the doanothing, but you will find it
ble affliction of hot weather and bowMinneapolis, Minn., June 17, With
invaluable.
el disorders, the remedy needed 53
clinics arranged for every depart
MnRRK'S RAP.V ET'XIB. Tt rfldHCP.9
ment of medicine and surgery and
the
feverish condition, corrects tfco
with daily sessions planned for many
stomach and checks looseness of th
departments or sections the annual
bowels. Price 2.c and 50c pr home.
convention of the American Medical
Sold by Central Drug Co.
Colorado, Grand Canyon,
association was opened here today
California, the Northwest
CELEBRATING BUNKER Hi! I DAY
with several thousand physicians and
the
Adirondacks,
from
in
the
attendance
F,''on, J inp IT 11" t
surgeons
Chicago,
i
y tf thf 11
it '
ubu
Uited! States and Canada and some
Northern Lake Regions, or
1
t
is
to!
ocUbru't
convent
,
from other countries. The
-i
i ,
the Atlantic Coast Resorts
Grea cr
tion will continue until the end of
lUa 11P 4
6
the week. Its work is divided among
this summer?
the house of delegates, which transacts the business of the association,
(LaihJ'M, t - '
Complete information about sum1
"l
f
b&t
deof
various
and the daily sessions
mer fares and train service, etc.,
11
i
n
i
n
r
an's
read
will
which
at
be
many
partments
sent promptly, if you address
urdi'I
papers on subjects ot medical and'
"
C i
h
The
geninterest
opening
surgical
; 0. I, BATCHELO.l
'
eral meeting of tha association vas
t
,ir.-t
u
held in tho Auditorium this afternoon and was presided over hy Dr.
Abraham JacoU of New York.

Dale bad stepped from his horse,
and stood in the doorway, making it
dark inside. "Where ia blazes are
you?"
"Look," said I, and Dale watched,
for the boy, dead pale, was lurching
from side to side, his eyes closed, his
lips still moving.
"Only drugged," said I. "Who let
them robbers escape?"
"Ransome Pollock," said Dalei.
"Who else?"
"Dave."
"How's his poor tooth?" eays I, and
Dale explained he'd been clubbed.
Young O'Flynn rolled over, and went
down smash, so that I had to kneel,
and try If his heart was all right It
thumped along steady and give no
sign of quitting.
"I had to," said I, "old Whiskers
yonder Is the widow's husband, and
father to this boy. He's clear grit
Iron."
"Where's the widow?"
"Resting." I heard horses come
thundering out of the dusk. "Robbers
broke south?"
"Yep."
"Hev they grow'd wings?"
"Nope."
"Can't swim the Fraser?"
"Bottled?" said he, cheering up.
"Some," says I. "Not corked yet.
You want to make a line here quick,
from the foot of the upper cliff to the
edge of the river, and each man make
three big fires. Then post half your
men to tend fires, and the best shots
to hold that line with rifles. Them
robbers has got to break through
when they knows they're cornered.
Here's your boys, Iron. Git a move
on!"
"That's so," says Dale, and in two
shakes of a duck's tail he was throwing his men into line. Meanwhile the
widow, wild and lone, had flew; so
that left Kate without help, her job
being coffee to keep the boys awake
till we'd daylight to corner the robbers.
Men watching on a strain like that
get scary as cats, bo by moonset some
of our warriors would loose off guns
at stumps, trees, rocks, or just be
cause they felt lonesome. After the
moon went down, dry fuel got scant,
so that the fires waned, and some ot
our young men must have eeen millions of outlaws. When at last something actually happened, It was "nat
ural that Ransome should have adventures. He wasn't built for solitude,
and when he seen a flag wave from
behind a bush he called the boys from
left and right to bunch in and corroborate. The filig kep' waving, and presently two more of our men had to JoiD
the bunch because they couldn't shout
their good advice, lest the robbers
bear every word. I was away to Apex
Rock, Iron down in the canyon, and
these blaBted idiots talked.
Of course old Whiskers knew that
antelope will always creep up to inspect any waving rag. Before the excitement was properly begun he and
his robbers slipped through our broken
line.
If Ransome has time to aim he's
dangerous to the neighbors, but since
the odds were a thousand to one the
gun would kick him as far as next
Thursday, I'd have bet my debts he
wouldn't hit the party with that flag.
Yet that's what happened. He got the
widow O'Flynn.
With one
devastating
howl she went to grass, and she did
surely shriek as If there was no here
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John Koogler has resigned his position at the superintendent's office
(be
Santa Fe Railway compf
pany and eutered the employ of the
Las Vegas Light and Power com
o'clock pany, taldiv the place of Miss May
Schlott, who has resigned.
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quality in canned fruits

Insist on "Hunts"

fj

if

At J. H. STE AfLNS
r

FROM

'

v

The Store of Hie Best of Everything Ealabli

ORCaS

SPFCiiLSA

mCJH
if, pounds Sugar

U)

7
7
3
Z

n
i

z

On ALL LACE CURTAINS.
AND CURTAIN NETS

AND METAL
BEDS AND CHILDREN'S
CRIBS

ON ALL BRASS

ON

ANY
BOARD

BUFFET

SIDE-

AND CHINA
CLOSET

EVERYTHING

MARKED IN

PLAIN FIGURES

TfifllTl

--

W

MICHAELS,$TERNC0.

,

HOCHESIBJ,

HI-"-

Opposite the Y. Mi C. A.

TOMORROW

at the

f

Y. Nl. C. A.

n Mens, Boys and Children's
Clothing
BEGINIKG '.'MONDAY JUNE
16 ANDitJASTING 7 DAYS
:

Junior class 415 o clock.
Business Men's club 5:30 o'clock.
The business men tomorrow will
have a special class and will play a
game of volleyball for the entertainment of the summer students of the
New Mexico Normal University, who
will attend as spectators.
CARD OF THANKS.
Through the columns of the Optic,
we the undersigned wish to extend

to all our friends our most heartfelt
thanks for the manner m which they
all came to us with assistance and
tributes, and have stood by us In
the grief that visited up when our
beloved mother, Mrs. M. M. Uptegrove, was laid to rest.
ROSS UPTEGROVE,
MRS. C. F. JONES,
Mrs. F. P. WERRING.
UNION REVIVAL MEETINGS
A conference of pastors and men
from the several churehes of the city

was held last night at the Methodist
church when it was decided to unite
in a series of revival services under
the leadership of ah able evangelist

We find --we are overstocked on

clothing aiidj'in order to lower our
stock it becomes neccessary for us to
ForGQ Qafao. We are going to give
you One Fifth of our selling price if
you will help us get rid of these
goods. This means our entire new
Spring stock of Hart Schaffner &
Marx, ll System, Clothcraft and
Michaels 'Stern Suits.

now in New Mexico.
July 9 is the date aset for the beginning of these meetings, the place to
be determined by the wishes of the

evangelist.
Committees were selected to forward the interests of the movement
in advance and a season of real religious awakening is anticipated by the
church people.

THE FAMOUS
FQRCELOID

"HARVEY'S"
Famous mountain ranch; 31st
Old management; old rates. Carriage out every Saturday. Leave
at Murpbey's or Plaza hotel.

I

LINED

REFRIGERATORS

WMm--

L'i Ji- -

'

i

.

stJ
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SANITARY

sess1'

A R

..

..

.

.

dura!e as porcelain and

no more expensive than white
enamel

A LAEGE SHIPMENT

'

-

-

'.r

i

JUST RECEIVED

lieble ce Salving R.efrlgera.tor

o.t a.

'

.....

?1-'3-

5'5

pound rack Honey
gal. can 45c Lemon Cling Sliced Peaches

.

..'

--

Days Only
J vine lb

We

,

a

80
1.40
73

StylepKis $17

H.YVARD CO. STORE

Suits

in blues, blacks, light and dark shades
cvt

35

PAH

are

head-

quarters for fresh
Vegetables and
Fruits in Season

If it may be termed a science

The
Science ol

i

and

.$1.50

.,

5

Exclusive Local Agents

lociety lira

jHi

15

1

For

commencing Monday,
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See Our Line Today
J. C. JOHNSEN & SON

CAN BE MADE

-:

on evny Suit in the house

Self-Risin- g

O'laAF

--

ON ALL RUGS

BAKERY GOODS

B&-W- -B

bars White Star Soap
I C
bars Lenox Soap
..
bar3 Tar Soap
Mb. Packages Gloss Starch
bottles Blueing
Buckwheat..'.
boxes of
v.::
Sliced 'Apricots
or
Empress
iosa Patent Flour

THE

Discount Allowed

THE REST THAT

Boss Patent Flour or Empress
sacfe old Homestead Flour
'.4 flack old Homestead Flour

I

20

Moderak.te Cost

pounds Sugar
7

MSC0UNT SALE

1

WEDNESDAY

,

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. CiROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

i

For MONDAY
TUESDAY AND

.

tf

IS MADE

The attendants and employes of
the insane asylum will call at the
Las Vegas Undertaking company's
Lost Long black purse containing chapel tomorrow and view the body
$20 bill and gold pencil.
Return to of George W. Ward. It will be imOptic and receive reward. Adv.
possible for employes and attendants
to attend the funeral services on ac
Finch's Goldei Wedding nye, aged count of duty at .the asylum.
in the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the Lobby, of course.
The body of the late George W.
Adv.
t
Ward will lie in state tomorrow at
the chapel of the Las Vegas UnderBulgarian neckwear at 35c; else- taking company between the hours of
where you will pay more money. See 9 and 11 a. m. and 2 and 4 p. m. The
our window display.
Taichert's body may be seen by friends Thurs
Clothing Store.
day morning between 9 o'clock and 11
oclock. The casket will be closed at
Special $12.95 will buy all wool the funeral services.
or worsted suits worth $15. $18 and
$2o.
Come in and have a look. TaiThe funeral services of Mrs. Mary
chert's Clothing Store.
Uptegrove were held this morning
from the First Presbyterian church.
Just received a new shipment of
The services were attended by many
Panama and white hats which will be
of Mrs. Uptegrove.
Rev. Norfriends
placed on sale at a great reduction. man
officiated. Interment was
Skinner
JTrs. A. Standish. Adv.
in the Masonic cemetery. The pallwere J. H. York, F. O. Blood,
bearers
Tomorrow night at Lincoln park
C. D. Boucher, Charles Tamme, Upton
the Greater Las Vegas band will give
a concert. This will be the first con- Hays and C. H. Baily.
cert that has been given in this park
Word received from Albuquerque tofor several years, and probably will
states that three cars loaded to
day
be- well attended.
the capacity with fight fans left the
Dr. H. M. Smith today examined Duke City this morning and will arLouis Newman and Harry Shaffer and rive in Vegas this evening. Three
found them in perfect condition for cars from Santa Fe joined the Albutheir fight tonight. Both boys have querque bunch at Glorieta, and will
strong constitutions and the general come to Las Vegas with the Duke City
prediction Is that their bout will be fans. A number of Vegas cars left
this afternoon over the Santa Fe road
closely contested.
and will escort the strangers to the
The signs which have been placed city..
in front of the Y. M. C. A. building
are attracting great attention and
Pryor 15. Timinons, a graduate of
have been instrumental in securing the New Mexico Normal University
several new members for the "Y." in the class of 1913, has been elected
Signs announcing the opening of the to the principalship of the Porta'ies
summer camp also have been placed high school. Mr. Timmons is one of
in and around the city and axe at the brightest young men among the
A number
of Normal graduates, and is sure to
tracting attention.
boys will 'leave tomorrow for the make good in his new position. That
camp site to begin the erection of he was able to secure so good a pothe tents.
sition immediately upon finishing his
schooling is a testimonial to his
A report reached Las Vegas today scholarship and the
prestige of his
to the effect that Fred Anton, who is alma mater.
now located at San Marcial in the ca
pacity of assistant trainmaster for
Out of
for the memory of
the Rio Grand' division of the Santa the late respectW.
Ward, it has been
George
Fe Railway company, was seriously
that the stores and offices
suggested
injured yesterday at that place. ,The in Las Vegas be closed
during the
report is untrue and was started by hour of his funeral Thursday aftera "boomer" brakeman at San Mar- noon. The
religious services at St.
cial, it is said. The report was de- Paul's Memorial
Episcopal church
nied by the head trainmaster at Al- wfll occur
between 3:15 and 4:15
buquerque last night
o'clock. It is at this period that It
Is suggested the stores be closed.
A considerable number of the naFrom 2:30 until 3:15 o'clock, the Mative people of Las Vegas and vicinity sonic Grand
Lodge of New Mexico
gathered in the court house yester- will conduct Masonic services in the
day, voted down by a large majority Masonic temple. George Ward lived
a proposition to form a
In Las Vegas for many years, and
party or association, the purpose of he was known and loved
by many
which is to assure to the Spanish-America- n
The movement for honoring
people.
citizens their full share of
his memory is meeting with a ready
offices within the gift of the people
It is right that it should.
response.
of New Mexico. The sentiment prevailed that such a move would1 not
NOTICE.
prove successful and was, in fact, not
N. M., June 17,
Las
East
Vegas,
necessary, as the native people alI will not be
1913.
From
date
this
imways have enjoyed holding many
con
accounts
for
any
,
portant offices. It was shown, too, responsible
wife.
tracted
my
by
to
that such a move would be fated
'
J. J. RAFTERY.
a short life because or the fact that Adv.
It would be made up of members of
PLAIN FACTS
all political parties and there would
That Potter's can serve that next
be a consequent lack pf harmony.
Many of the speakers stated that the party of yours at less expense and
remeeting was uncalled for, as the worry, with the best of service and
uu
Let
can.
than
disfreshments
Spanish-Americayou
are
not
people
satisfied. It is understood the assem- quote you prices on any number of
"
blage was called together by O. A. people.
THE POTTER CANDY CO. Adv.
Larrazolo.
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GREENBERGER'S

HOC?

Try a dram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

16th-17th-lot-

CASH

13

STHAWDERRIES AND

1 CHERRIES EVE1Y DAY
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the greatest number
prospective buyers. To reach this

proposition
of

of presenting the

class in the southwest us3 the

Selling
t'PfiP

BEN LEWIS

include

must

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEOAS
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